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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The corpus callosum is the main route for communication between the two cerebral hemispheres (e.g., [@bib16], [@bib19], [@bib41]). In 'split-brain' patients, the corpus callosum has been surgically resected to alleviate medically intractable, severe epilepsy. One of the Nobel Prize-winning discoveries in neuroscience is that lesioning the corpus callosum leads to a curious phenomenon. When an object is presented in the right visual field, the patient responds correctly verbally and with his/her right hand. However, when an object is presented in the left visual field the patient verbally states that he/she saw nothing but nevertheless identifies the object accurately with the left hand only [@bib14], [@bib17], [@bib45], [@bib33], [@bib43]. This is concordant with the human anatomy; the right hemisphere receives visual input from the left visual field and controls the left hand, and vice versa ([@bib7], [@bib24], [@bib29]). Moreover, the left hemisphere is generally the site of language processing ([@bib23], [@bib38]). Thus, it appears that severing the corpus callosum causes each hemisphere to gain its own conscious agent ([@bib45]). The left hemisphere is only aware of the right visual half-field and expresses this through its control of the right hand and verbal capacities, while the right hemisphere is only aware of the left visual field, which it expresses through its control of the left hand. This clinical observation features in many textbooks ([@bib15], [@bib18]) and has influenced theoretical thinking about consciousness. Congruent with the idea that split-brain patients have two separate conscious agents, both the Global Workspace theory ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib8]) and the Information Integration theory ([@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]) imply that without massive interhemispheric communication two independent conscious systems appear.

On closer examination, the response x visual field interaction appears less than absolute. First, [@bib33] himself already observed that there are clear exceptions. Second, there are a number of studies that failed to observe this interaction and found that responding was well-above chance with both hands (e.g., [@bib5], [@bib10], [@bib22]). More recently, we ([@bib26]) performed a quantitative study into this interaction, using sophisticated fixation control with an eye-tracker, a substantial number of trials in each condition, forced-choice responding, and a large number of different stimuli. The response type (left hand, right hand or verbally) was varied systematically. We found, in two split-brain patients, that although visual field played a large role in most tasks, a response type x visual field interaction was never observed. This result held across all tasks (detection, localization, orientation determination, labelling and visual matching), and all tested types of stimuli (isoluminant dots, simple shapes, oriented rectangles, objects). [@bib26] and [@bib6] suggested that these effects are probably the result of intact subcortical routes. [@bib31], for instance, showed that the superior colliculus is likely to play a role in visual interhemispheric transfer. However, others, such as [@bib39] have suggested that these effects might be caused by confounds as ipsilateral arm control and/or cross-cueing.

Most of the studies on (the lack of) interhemispheric transfer of information have been carried out in the visual domain but the somatosensory system is also separated with the perception of the right half of body being carried out by the left hemisphere and vice versa (e.g., [@bib24]. [@bib44] was one of the first to look at tactile perception. He investigated six patients with a complete commissurotomy using the Benton test of stereognosis looking separately at the left and the right hand. He observed deficits in stereognosis without primary somatosensory impairment in both disconnected hemispheres. Object naming was worse with left hand than with the right hand but both were above chance. Interestingly, there was surprisingly good performance in a cross-hemisphere condition where one hand explored the stimulus and the multiple-choice card was explored in the opposite visual field. [@bib12] used fMRI to investigate brain activations in response to touch and painful stimulation in three split brain patients. They observed contralateral activation in SI and the parietal operculum during unilateral tactile stimulation of the hand. In contrast to the healthy subjects ([@bib27]), the patients showed no ipsilateral cortical activation ([@bib13]). With painful stimuli both controls and the split-brain patients showed contra- and ipsilateral activation in the parietal operculum and in the insular cortex in one case and in the posterior parietal cortex in one other patient. In a follow-up study, again with the three split-brain patients, [@bib11] investigated inter-manual tactile recognition performance. Tactile finger localization was flawless with the same hand but deteriorated to around 80% correct when the patients had to respond with the other hand. Split-brain patients were impaired compared to healthy controls but still good at verbally identifying objects in the right hand (93%) and even more impaired but still above chance in the left hand (30%). Inter-manual object comparisons with either two the same or two different objects in each hand was difficult (68% correct). Thus, also in the somatosensory domain, there is enough data to doubt the classic description of the split-brain. This study is aimed a fine-grained assessment of basic tactile perception in a split-brain patient. We adopted the same basic approach as in [@bib25] and [@bib26] to look at simple detection, localisation and cross-hemisphere matching. Our working hypothesis was that we would replicate our observations of extensive interhemispheric transfer for detection and localisation but an absence of cross-hemispheric matching with tactile stimulation. Such a correspondence in interhemispheric transfer of both visual and tactile stimulation would further delineate the circumstances in which the two hemispheres continue to "communicate" in split-brain patients.

1.1. Case description {#sec1.1}
---------------------

Patient DDC also participated in the [@bib25] and [@bib26] studies. During surgery, his corpus callosum was completely removed and most of the anterior commissure. Note that other than the removal of the corpus callosum, DDC has no brain damage, and he falls within the normal IQ range. See [@bib47] and [@bib48] for detailed descriptions of this patient.

2. Experiment 1: Detection threshold {#sec2}
====================================

The first experiment was designed to measure DDC\'s tactile detection thresholds on the dorsum of his hands while he responded either with the stimulated or the other hand. The objective was to find out whether or not each of his two hemispheres only perceive half of his body. In essence, this experiment is the tactile equivalent of the visual detection studies of [@bib25] and [@bib26].

2.1. Method {#sec2.1}
-----------

Thresholds were determined with von Frey hairs (VFA; Touch-Test™ sensory evaluators, North coast medical Inc.) using a descending staircase procedure \[[@bib1]) starting with the thickest hair T (VFA 6.65 (= 300 g)\]. In half of the trials, the hairs touched his skin while in the other half the experimenter (EdH) made the same hand movement but stopped short of touching the skin. The hand that was stimulated was positioned under a cardboard cover in order to obscure it from the patient\'s vision. In addition, he was asked to close his eyes during the whole experiment and to concentrate on his hands. There were four trials per hair, and we moved on to the thinner hair after 3 or more correct responses. The following hairs were used respectively: R \[VFA 6.10 (= 100 g)\], P \[VFA 5.46 (= 26 g)\], N \[VFA 5.07 (= 10 g)\], L \[VFA 4.74 (= 6 g)\], J (VFA 4.31 (= 2 g)\], I \[VFA 4.17 (= 1.4 g)\], H \[VFA 4.08 (= 1 g)\], G (VFA 3.84 \[= .6 g)\], F \[VFA 3.61 (= .4 g)\] and E \[VFA 3.22 (= .16 g)\]. Testing proceeded until he made 2 or more errors and we took the previous hair as the threshold. Stimuli were applied to the back of the hand and each trial started with the experimenter counting to three in Italian. DDC indicated detection of being touched with a thumbs up gesture while an absence of touch was signalled with the thumb down. There were four separate blocks in which the stimulated hand and the hand with which he responded were systematically varied. A second experimenter (YP), who could not see whether the hand had been touched, registered the responses.

2.2. Results {#sec2.2}
------------

DDC\'s accuracy thresholds in von Frey hair thickness are summarised in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Overall, his performance (grand mean = 3.95) was slightly less sensitive than healthy subjects. Compared to 12 healthy controls \[taken from [@bib1]: mean = 2.44 (= .02 g); cut-off = 3.22 (= .16 g)\] his performance is just outside the normal range. In addition, he appears slightly more sensitive in the crossed conditions, i.e. when he was asked to respond with the other hand than the one that was stimulated but differences were minimal. We performed statistics on the results in the following way. Per condition (of hair thickness) hits and correct rejections were coded as 1 and misses and false alarms as 0. If one condition was not tested then we assigned an equal amount of 1\'s and 0\'s to that condition, i.e. chance performance. We did so because conditions were only omitted because it was beyond the threshold of the participant. Permutation testing revealed that performance was similar irrespective of which hand was touched (*p* = .4) and irrespective of with which hand the participant responded (*p* = .21). However, there was a significant interaction as the participant performed somewhat better in the crossed conditions (responding with the other hand than the stimulated hand) than in the uncrossed conditions (stimulated and responding hand are the same), *p* = .011.Table 1DDC\'s tactile detection thresholds (accuracy) in von Frey hair thickness.Table 1*Von Frey threshold*Right hand respondedLeft hand respondedRight hand stimulated4.173.84Left hand stimulated3.614.17

2.3. Discussion {#sec2.3}
---------------

DDC shows slightly increased detection thresholds for tactile stimulation on either hand but, if anything, his performance is somewhat better in the crossed than the uncrossed conditions. We suggest that one reacts faster in the other hand condition because in the same hand condition the patient has to wait until the trial is completed and the experimenter has removed his hand. Unfortunately, we did not record reaction times, so we cannot check this suggestion in a quantitative manner. Whatever the explanation of this interaction, it clearly invalidates the claim that sensory information of touch can only be used by one hemisphere for manual output. Therefore, the classic interaction between side-of-stimulation x response-hand (where performance should be much better in the *uncrossed* conditions) is not observed. This finding suggests that response selection and action control remains unified in this split-brain patient.

3. Experiment 2: Tactile localisation {#sec3}
=====================================

Having shown that the detection of tactile stimuli is not split in DDC, the next question we investigated was whether the localisation of tactile stimuli might also be unified across the two hemispheres. We carried out two separate, comparable tasks on the inner side of his arms and on the frontal side of his legs.

3.1. Method {#sec3.1}
-----------

DDC was asked to roll up the sleeves of his shirt up to above his elbow or the legs of his trousers. The to be stimulated arm or leg was positioned under a cardboard cover in order to obscure it from sight. Tactile stimulation was applied to the skin with the rubber tip of a pencil and was well above threshold. A response sheet (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with the four stimulation sites on the arm (1a) or the leg (1b) was placed on top of the cardboard cover. The four stimulation sites were separated equidistantly on the underarm and the upper leg. Each of the four positions was stimulated seven times in a pseudo-random fashion (total number of trials is 28). Each trial started with the experimenter counting to three in Italian, and DDC indicated where he thought he had been touched by pointing to one of the four positions on the response sheet. There were four separate blocks in which the stimulated hand and the hand with which he responded were systematically varied. A second experimenter (YP), who could not see where his hand had been touched, registered the responses. His errors were calculated as the average distance from the correct position in terms of positions (maximum is 3).Fig. 1The response sheets on which DDC had to indicate where he thought he had been touched on the arm (1a) and the leg (1b).Fig. 1

3.2. Results {#sec3.2}
------------

For each trial, the distance between the correct and the indicated position was calculated on an interval scale (correct = 0, an adjacent position = 1, etc.). Subsequently, these distances were averaged per condition. The results are summarised in [Table 2a](#tbl2a){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2b](#tbl2b){ref-type="table"}. We performed permutation tests to determine statistics. His performance is well above chance-level in all four conditions (arms: all ps \< .001, legs: all ps \< .001). An important observation is that, again, the classic interaction between side-of-stimulation x response-hand is not observed (arms: *p* = .77, legs: *p* = .1). Moreover, there was no effect of with which hand the participant responded (arms: *p* = .77, legs: *p* = .33). When the legs were stimulated, accuracy did not depend on which leg was stimulated (*p* = .51). Also, there was no indication of a relatively better or worse performance in relation to the proximal or distal part of the underarm (*p* = .78). Average distance error per position 1: .31, position 2: .43, position 3: .43, and position 4: .29. However, there was an effect of which arm was stimulated (*p* = .0016), with better localization of stimuli on the left arm (average distance .19) than on the right arm (average distance .54).Table 2aAverage localisation error in terms of position on his arm.Table 2a*Average distance in positions*Right hand respondedLeft hand respondedRight hand stimulated.54.54Left hand stimulated.17.21Table 2bAverage localisation error in terms of position on his leg.Table 2b*Average distance in positions*Right hand respondedLeft hand respondedRight leg stimulated.25.425Left leg stimulated.325.275

3.3. Discussion {#sec3.3}
---------------

The results are clear cut. He performs well above chance level in all four conditions, and more importantly, for each hand his performance is almost identical whether he used his ipsi- or contralateral hand for responding. This suggests that apart from detection, tactile localisation is also unified in DDC. An interesting observation is that his localisation is relatively better on the left arm. This finding is reminiscent of our findings in DDC showing a relatively better localisation performance in his left compared to his right visual hemifield ([@bib26]). Perhaps, this reflects a generalised (visual and tactile) right hemisphere advantage for spatial processing, or alternatively a noisier processing in the left hemisphere due to the epilepsy.

4. Experiment 3: Cross arms localisation: same / different {#sec4}
==========================================================

The observation that both detection and localisation of tactile stimuli are unified across the two hemispheres in the split-brain patient DDC raises the question whether the removal of his corpus callosum has had no effect on his somatosensory processing. It could be that both hemispheres have access to the sensory information from the whole body (perceptual unity) or that only response selection and action control (action unity) remain unified in this split-brain patient. Here, in the third experiment, we investigate whether he is able to compare where he has been touched simultaneously on both his arms.

4.1. Method {#sec4.1}
-----------

As in the previous experiment, DDC was asked to roll up the sleeves of his shirt up to above his elbow. Both arms were positioned under a cardboard cover in order to obscure it from sight (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Simultaneous tactile stimulation was applied to the skin with the rubber tip of two pencils and was well above threshold. The distance between the four stimulation sites on each arm was equidistant. Each trial started with the experimenter counting to three in Italian, and then stimulated both arms at the same time. In half of the trials (36), the same positions were stimulated on both arms, and the twelve possible (all different permutations) "different" trials appeared three times. Thus, the total number of trials was 72. DDC reported verbally whether he thought he had been stimulated in a symmetrical fashion ("same") or in two different positions ("different") on both arms. A second experimenter (YP), who could not see where his arms had been touched, registered the responses.Fig. 2Graphic representation of the stimulation sites on his two arms.Fig. 2

4.2. Results {#sec4.2}
------------

DDC showed no sign of extinction and he indicated that he always felt the double stimulation. He scored below but not significantly different from chance (*p* = .19). The total number correct was 30/72. He is clearly not able to perform this task. Despite his poor performance, he maintained during the test session that he was quite confident about his responses.

4.3. Discussion {#sec4.3}
---------------

The absence of a corpus callosum has left DDC unable to compare simultaneous, tactile stimulation across the two arms. This impairment appears to be complete as he performs at chance level. Again, this finding is reminiscent of his inability to compare visual stimulation across fixation. Interestingly, he seems largely oblivious to this inability.

5. General discussion {#sec5}
=====================

This study was designed to investigate the classic observation of a stimulation-side x response-hand interaction in split brain patients with tactile instead of visual stimulation. The wiring of the somatosensory system is similarly crossed, with the perception of touch on the left half of the body being processed by the right hemisphere and vice versa. There is now substantial evidence from the visual domain that this interaction is not always observed (e.g., [@bib5], [@bib26], [@bib31]). Notably, split brain patients appear able to signal detection and localisation of visual stimuli with both hands equally well. Here the main question was, thus, whether or not detection and localisation of touch on one half of the body can only be signalled by the ipsilateral hand.

Previous research with somatosensory stimulation had, at least, suggested that the processing of touch is not completely separated either (e.g., [@bib11], [@bib44]). Our current findings corroborate this suggestion. In fact, there was no hand difference for detecting and localizing touch. Both hands can be used to signal detection and localization of touch anywhere on the body. Note that our findings are in line with several other findings that suggest that the processing of somatosensory information (of which touch is one aspect) is less than completely segregated in a split-brain patient. In other words, although our findings contradict some claims, they are certainly not extraordinary or revolutionary. [@bib12] used fMRI to demonstrate contra- and ipsilateral activation in response to painful stimuli in healthy controls and split-brain patients, and [@bib21] showed that detection thresholds for temperature discrimination were similar for within- and between-side comparisons in split brain patients and comparable to the discrimination performance of healthy subjects. Our finding is also in line with a recent study by [@bib9] who looked at the interaction between proprioceptive perception of the left and the right hand positioned either in the left or the right visual half-field in two split brain patients. They concluded that each hemisphere can accurately represent the full visuomotor space, and suggested that this whole field perception is sub-served by subcortical connections between the hemispheres.

Some (e.g., [@bib39]) have suggested that these observations do not represent the true split-brain state-of-affairs as the absence of an interaction could be due to confounding factors, such as "cross-cueing" or "ipsilateral hand control". Cross-cueing is, in their view, something that the patients have developed over years of practice learning to cope with a split-brain. As localising the position where one has been touched is not an everyday requirement, we feel that this is not a likely explanation for touch localisation. Ipsilateral hand control is still controversial as far as it concerns the ability of one hemisphere to move the ipsilateral hand in a coherent fashion while the other hemisphere (that is dominant for that arm) has no intention to move that hand. For instance, observations during the Wada test ([@bib40]), where one hemisphere is temporarily anaesthetised in order to establish language dominance in the context of functional surgery, has systematically shown that the contralateral hand is paralysed after the drug takes effect. In addition, the pointing response that is required in [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} (taking the hand out of the stimulation box and then to move the index finger to the correct position on the drawing on top of the box) is too elaborate given the proximal ipsilateral innervation of the arm. Therefore, we suggest that these possible confounding factors cannot explain our current results. These results are in line with [@bib28] who showed that proximal body regions of each side (face, trunk, proximal limbs) and hand are represented in both hemispheres, and also argue against the "cross-cueing" or "ipsilateral hand control" hypothesis. Yet, although it may be difficult to explain our results with a simple cross-cueing account, more complex versions cannot be ruled out. Therefore, although our results advance this debate, they do not conclusively decide it.

Analogous to our observations in the visual domain ([@bib26]), we found that DDC was unable to compare touched locations across the midline, performing this task at chance-level. This finding is in line with a study by [@bib20] who showed that after surgery the performance of three adult split-brain patients deteriorated to chance-level on a task where they had to indicate on which finger they were touched by touching the corresponding finger on their other hand with the thumb. Intra-manual matching, where the finger had to be touched with thumb of the touched hand, remained perfect. Clearly, the absence of the corpus callosum prevents detailed sensory information being transferred between the two hemispheres. Therefore, the 'split brain paradox', i.e. the demonstration that each hemisphere is able to signal the position of stimulation anywhere (in the visual field and on the body) while they are unable to compare these positions across the midline, has been firmly established in two different sensory domains. Based on the subjective report from the patients, who feel "normal" and unaltered after surgery (e.g., [@bib4]), it seems possible that they are able to respond consciously to stimulation anywhere in the visual world or their body, and that this information is provided via subcortical routes (e.g., [@bib31], [@bib26], [@bib6]). This unified consciousness of vision and somatosensation does, however, not support the matching of information across the midline. Possible explanations are (1) that the information transfer via the subcortical connections is degraded (compared to callosal transfer), (2) that it is only at the response selection phase that unity is achieved, or (3) that this unified consciousness has access to but cannot integrate the information from both hemispheres in real-time. Future studies should be geared towards distinguishing between these options.

We argue that our current findings are not revolutionary or radically different from what has been previously claimed. For instance, [@bib34], pages 279--280) have noted "Onset and presence or absence of tactile stimulation of the left hand can be reported verbally as can also a distinction between stimuli applied to the wrist or palm, thumb or palm, and thumb or little finger". The importance of the current results is that they unequivocally, and quantitatively, show that tactile perception of presence and location of stimuli is unified in split-brain patients. Moreover, this information cannot be used for comparisons across the side of the body. Thus, although the patient knows, for both arms, which location is stimulated, he cannot indicate whether the same location was stimulated on both arms. This puzzling finding - if both locations are known to the patient, why can he not compare them? - neatly fits the model of the split-brain we recently put forward ([@bib25]). In this model all perceptual information (from both fields, and the entire body) is available to one conscious agent, yet the information is not automatically integrated. That is, the subject experiences two independent streams of information, thereby hampering comparisons across these streams. Note that although previous studies have provided partial or qualitative support for the claims of our model, no study so far has collected the quantitative data needed to check our model. In the current study we investigated the "unified consciousness" part of the model, i.e. ability to report on presence and location of tactile stimuli across the entire body irrespective of response type (left hand or right hand). Moreover, we checked the "split perception" part, i.e. inability of the patient to compare the location of tactile stimuli across arms. Thus, the current study is the first to quantitatively verify crucial predictions of our model of the split-brain syndrome within one investigation.

In summary, in this study we carried out the tactile equivalence of the [@bib25] and [@bib26] visual tests for the detection, location, and matching across the midline. In line with our previous results, we observed that split-brain patients can signal detection and localisation with either hand anywhere on the body (be it the arm or the leg) but they remain unable to match positions touched on both arms or legs simultaneously. Our study further clarifies the remaining unity of tactile perception in split-brain patients, and is in line with several previous studies into this domain. Further studies are needed to explore the extent of conscious unity in split-brain patients, and whether this unity extents to other processes in perception, memory and cognition.
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